CRITERIA OF ACCESS

SELECTION CRITERIA FOR PLACEMENT

1. Families committed to the completion of the three year cycle for their child/ren.
2. Families committed to proceed on to and complete the PVIMS Primary Program (end of Cycle Three / Year 6).
3. Preference will be given to siblings of current students providing parents have demonstrated participation and support for PVIMS.
4. A child who has regular current attendance at PVIMS Early Learning program (Transition Program / Toddler Community / Playgroup) and who are committed to a Montessori primary education.
5. Family’s appreciation and desire to support the Montessori Philosophy and Principle and willingness in their implementation.
6. For Early Learning age children, preference is given to a child who has attended another Montessori preschool.
7. For school age children, preference is given to a child who has attended another Montessori primary school or preschool and who has an understanding of Montessori materials.
8. The needs of the classroom in terms of maintaining a balance of children by age and gender.

PLACEMENTS ARE SUBJECT TO

1. An interview with the Principal and/or Cycle Leader
2. One term trial period after commencement which may be extended at the discretion of the Principal.

CONTINUED ENROLMENT IS SUBJECT TO PARENTS/GUARDIAN

1. Adhering to the enrolment contract.
2. Signing and adhering to Terms of Enrolment.
3. Paying fees on time.
4. Following the Code and Conduct and Behaviour Guidance Policy regarding the behavior of students.